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Translations 

 

My Darling Lives in a High Castle   

My darling lives in a high castle  

And no one is allowed there.  

I know that there is a guard by her door  

But he shall not block my way.  

I will barge into her room  

And throw myself at her feet,  

As long as the night is dark   

And my troika is swift!  

 

Angel 

The angel was flying through the midnight sky 

And sang a quiet song; 

The moon and the stars, and the crowd of clouds 

Hearkened to his holy song. 



 

 

 

 

He sang on the bliss of the sinless spirits 

In beneath the canopies of the heavenly gardens; 

He sang of the great God, and his praise 

Was sincere. 

 

He carried a young soul in his arms 

For the world of grief and tears; 

And the sound of his song in the young soul 

Remained - wordless but alive. 

 

And it languished in the world for a long time, 

Filled with a tremendous desire, 

And the sounds of heaven could not be replaced 

With the dull songs of the earth. 

 

 

I was in Love with You  

I was in love with you: that feeling, yet perhaps, 
Has not completely dwindled in my soul. 
But may it trouble you no longer, 
I do not want to sadden you in any way. 
I was in love with you silently and hopelessly, 
Sometimes tormented by fear and sometimes by jealousy, 
I was in love with you so honestly, so tenderly, 
As I wish by God for you to be loved by another. 

 

The Turbulent River Koohrang is Rolling with Waves  

The turbulent river Koohrang is rolling with waves, The morning sun is rising.  

Oh, how happy is my heart,  

How light is my soul—  

If only it could remain like this forever!  

  

My cup is full—I consume with wine  

Joy, vigor and strength. Oh, how blinded I am  

By the light of your eyes!  

If only it could remain like this forever!  

  

If you want that my love   

Be poured fully into your soul, Come, come when it is dark in the night!  

If only it could remain like this forever.  

  

The Glance of Your Dark Eyes   

The glance of your black eyes  



 

 

 

Has awoken in my heart  

The reflection of days long gone,  

The echo of powers, long extinguished.  

How did you conquer me?  

I stand speechless before you.  

But if I could live for your sake,  

I would have started my life anew.   

   

Yet I know, never  

No, you shall never be mine.  

With another you are bound forever  

By the cruel fate.  

Deep in your heart you proudly keep  

The regrets of your life,  

Yet, the glance of your black eyes  

Betrays your sadness.  

 

The Lilac Branch   

I was bidding you farewell by the train car,  

During these final moments, I was full of sadness,  

And while we were both consumed by our memories,  

You threw me a branch of lilacs.  

The harsh knell of the bell woke us up from our dreams,  

The streams of doubts swept over us.  

And as the train left the station,   

In tears, I was kissing the branch of lilacs.  

   

The train disappeared in the grey mist, faraway,  

The evening shadows were floating by,  

I walked home aimlessly, by a dusty road,  

Holding the sole branch of lilacs.  

I returned home…  

This evening carried away  

All the hopes, all the joys and desires…  

This night, the lilac branch withered,  

From caresses and tears...  

  

In the Deserted Garden   

You and I were sitting in a deserted garden,  

The moon was shedding its silver light.  

Upon our past we quietly reflected,  

And our moment of happiness softly floated away.  

   

Somewhere in the distance, a song is ringing,  



 

 

 

That is a heart beating with trembling,  

Somewhere, there is a boundless happiness,  

The joy of life is erupting and laughing.  

   

You and I were silent in a deserted garden,  

Everything was said in springtime,  

Our dreams forgotten caressed our souls,  

We simply wanted to part with this dream.    

  

You are Nineteen   

Into my boring life  

You became woven in such a misty fashion,   

How surprising and joyful Is your mysterious power--  

Like a spring hurricane,  

Yet, not at all desirable  

This secret passion.  

Swept over me like a storm,   

   

You are nineteen,   

You have your own path,  

You can still laugh and make jokes.  

But I can return no more,   

I lived through so much.   

And it is so very painful,  

To fall in love for the last time.  

   

The days pass like a languid dance,  

And the hours seem like minutes,  

But the minutes disappear like a fine, silver dust…  

You will forget our caresses,  

And lie to someone  

That our love is mere specter,  

And a distant memory.  

   

You are nineteen…   

   

Break up with me harshly, then, I don’t want regrets,   

Do not gift me out of pity,  

The springtime of your years.  

Leave me at once, remain an apparition,  

And painfully simply tell me “no”  

   

You are nineteen...  

  



 

 

 

Emerald   

No, neither the crimson ruby, nor the purple amethyst,  

Nor the diamond, shining with its obnoxious whiteness,  

Can compare with the radiant severity  

Of your cold eyes,  

As much as this finely cut  

Dark-green emerald,  

That keeps the mystery of ancient ores,  

That isn’t burned by any fire,  

That isn’t in love with anything in this world.  

   

I cannot withstand the pains of these torments;  

May the years of separation ameliorate them, --  

So that in the bright gold of my memories  

You shone forever,  

Like this finely cut,  

Dark-green emerald,  

That keeps the mystery of ancient ores,  

That isn’t burned by any fire,  

That isn’t in love with anything in this world.  

  

Your Green Eyes   

How much I desire to believe, if only once, and for the last time,  

Why should I care what would come later?  

Love cannot be understood, it cannot be measured,  

There, at the bottom of the soul, it is as dark as the river depths.  

   

May this bottomless depth,  

May this misty distance  

Bind us today  

By a thin thread,  

Your green eyes,  

Your lying words,  

And this ringing song  

Have driven me out of my mind.  

   

The ray of sun will shine through the close shatters,  

And my head is still spinning a little bit,  

Our recent conversation still rings in my ears,  

Like a guitar chord, your words are still ringing.  

   

Refrain…  

   

I don’t need anything, not these belated regrets,  



 

 

 

My peace I cannot restore again.  

How much I desire, at least once, for a few moments  

To look into the depth of the river without fear.  

   

Refrain…  

  

Coachman, Don’t Hurry the Horses!   

How melancholy and foggy is all around,  

Gloomy and joyless is my road,  

The past seems like a dream,  

It torments my languished soul!  

   

Refrain:  

   

Coachman, don’t hurry the horses!  

I have nowhere to hurry to,  

I have none left to love,  

Coachman, don’t hurry the horses!   

   

How much I desire to forget both love and betrayal,  

Amongst these gloomy valleys,  

But memory, my evil lord,  

Keeps waking the past again and again!  

   

Refrain…  

   

Everything was a lie and deception…  

Farewell, my dreams and my peace!  

But the pain of my festering wounds,  

Will remain forever with me!  

   

Refrain...  

 


